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Abstract
You did it! You mastered the science and engineering of your research and are now a faculty member at a Research 1 Land-Grant University. Although, if you’re at all like me, you had little to no training in how to win the funding necessary to start and sustain your independent career in academia. That’s ok – there’s no shortage of advice. However, the most common things I was recommended didn’t work and I had to come up with alternative paths to funding success. While it wasn’t always pretty, there are several stories of lessons learned. These stories culminate in a heuristic approach or playbook to procuring funding. One of the lessons was the need for an advocacy group to support faculty pursuing their careers in non-traditional, sometimes clever, and even entrepreneurial ways that rekindle our Land-Grant mission. Hence the Entrepreneurial Faculty Ambassadors (EFA) was formed at WSU in 2017.
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